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Gemalto Files Patent Infringement Lawsuit Over Android 

 

 

Amsterdam, October 25, 2010 – Gemalto (Euronext NL0000400653 GTO), the world leader in digital 
security, announced today that it has filed a patent infringement lawsuit in the United States District Court for 
the Eastern District of Texas against Google, HTC, Motorola, and Samsung for use of Gemalto's innovations in 
the Android operating system, Dalvik virtual machine and associated development tools and products. The 
patented technologies in the lawsuit were developed in the 1990s at Gemalto's research and development 
facilities in Texas.   
  
“Gemalto‟s patented technologies are fundamental to running software, developed in a high level programming 
language such as Java®, on a resource constrained device,” said a Gemalto spokesperson. "Gemalto is 
recognized as a pioneer and ground-breaking contributor to the JavaCard® - one of the devices for which the 
patented technologies were conceived."  
 
“This lawsuit is necessary to protect our investment in innovation," he added. "The technologies we develop 
and associated intellectual property rights are essential to Gemalto's future. It is our commitment to our 
employees, customers, partners, and shareholders to protect those innovations from companies who ignore 
Gemalto's intellectual property rights."    
 
 
The complaint is available as a public document for further details. The Company will have no further comment 
on this ongoing legal matter.  
 
 
 
 (Java and Javacard are registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc.) 
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About Gemalto 

 

Gemalto (Euronext NL 0000400653 GTO) is the world leader in digital security with 2009 annual revenues of €1.65 billion, and over 
10,000 employees operating out of 75 offices, with research and service centers in 41 countries.  

Gemalto is at the heart of our evolving digital society. The freedom to communicate, travel, shop, bank, entertain, and work—
anytime, anywhere—has become an integral part of what people want and expect, in ways that are convenient, enjoyable and 
secure. 

Gemalto delivers on the growing demands of billions of people worldwide for mobile connectivity, identity and data protection, credit 
card safety, health and transportation services, e-government and national security. We do this by supplying to governments, 
wireless operators, banks and enterprises a wide range of secure personal devices, such as subscriber identification modules (SIM), 
Universal Integrated Circuit Cards (UICC) in mobile phones, smart banking cards, smart card access badges, electronic passports, 
and USB tokens for online identity protection. Moreover Gemalto delivers on emerging applications related to the „Internet of things‟ 
by supplying wireless modules and machine identification modules (MIM) for machine-to-machine communication. To complete 
these solutions we also provide software, systems and services to help our customers achieve their goals. 

As the use of Gemalto‟s software and secure devices increases with the number of people interacting in the digital and wireless 
world, the company is poised to thrive over the coming years.  

For more information please visit www.gemalto.com. 
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